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After reading, "Reframing Organizations," by Lee
Bolman and Terrence Deal, it was obvious to me
that clergy needed to utilize their ideas for
leadership. It was also clear, however, that business
leadership models do not easily translate to the
church. This book enables clergy and lay leaders to
hone their skills for leadership and gives them a
visual model for clarity. Central to the task of
Christian leadership is for God to be central in all
that we do.
Presents a portrait of Christian leadership within a
biblical framework while comparing and contrasting it
to today's hottest leadership models.
We know leadership isn't exclusive to corner offices
and multimillion-dollar budgets--some of the best
leaders are the mentors and technicians who are
more comfortable behind the scenes. But what if
being an effective leader isn't just about having
innovative ideas and high levels of productivity?
What if becoming a great leader is more about
prioritizing self-awareness and people skills than
production and performance? Help! I Work with
People is not a book about leadership theory, but
rather a handbook on how to connect with people
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and influence them for good. With his signature
transparent and relatable storytelling, Chad Veach
uses modern research and biblical principles to
encourage you to lean into your leadership potential
regardless of your level of influence or experience. In
short and easily digestible chapters, he addresses
the three phases of becoming a quality leader: ·
learning to lead the hardest person you will ever be
in charge of--yourself · recognizing the power of
becoming a people person · creating a culture and
environment where the team's shared vision can
grow People are the most important part of life. Let's
learn how to lead as if we like each other.
Christian Leadership Essentials finds university
president David S. Dockery assembling a great
wealth of tried and true insights on the distinctive
methods of leading Christian organizations and
institutions. No matter how much experience a faithbased leader may already have, there are plenty of
fresh thoughts and indispensable guiding principles
here on topics including finance and budget
planning, mission and vision, employee relations,
theological foundations, mentoring, crisis
management, and more. A majority of the nineteen
contributors are active academic presidents,
including Robert B. Sloan (Houston Baptist
University; "A Biblical Model of Leadership"), Judson
Carlberg (Gordon College; "Managing the
Organization"), Jon Wallace (Azusa Pacific
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University; "Financial Oversight and Budget
Planning"), Evans Whitaker (Anderson University
[South Carolina]; "Development, Campaigns, and
Building Projects"), Carl Zylstra (Dordt College;
"Accreditation and Government Relations"), Jim
Edwards (Anderson University [Indiana];
"Relationships with Multiple and Various
Constituencies"), Phil Eaton (Seattle Pacific
University; "Employee Relations in a Grace-filled
Community"), Barry Corey (Biola University;
"Engaging the Culture"), and Randall O'Brien
(Carson-Newman College; "The Leader as Mentor
and Pastor").
This book explores the concepts from Scripture for
Servant leadership and compare these findings with
contemporary models of servant leadership. It is an
examination of Christian leadership for the
contemporary world in its global and increasing
secular context. Leadership studies typically view
leadership externally from the results. This is a good
beginning but leadership needs to also view the
inside of leadership in the person of the leader.
Scripture is uniquely qualified in this area since its
first concern is the person who leads not just in
leadership behaviors. The author uses examples
from both the Old and New Testament to establish a
new shepherd model of leadership that moves
beyond the servant mode to the mode of caring
direction. This model will provide scholars and
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researchers as well as leaders themselves with a
way of leading that overcomes negative forms of
leadership which lead to failure.
In the spirit of Cyril Barber's classic work from the
1970s, The Minister's Library, Robert Yost provides
students and pastors with expert guidance on
building a working ministerial library. From Old and
New Testament languages, lexical aids, and
grammatical tools, to commentaries and theologies
as well as pastoral resources, Yost is a trustworthy
guide through the multiplicity of books that seem to
just keep rolling off the presses. Far more than just a
guide to commentaries as are so many works today,
this resource is a balanced pastoral tool for pastors
and students who are overwhelmed by the
proliferation of literature in the fields of biblical and
pastoral studies.
This is a volume of practical, scriptural, and
contemporary essays exploring the idea of strength
in weakness in the context of Christian life and
ministry. Biblical scholars, theologians, and Christian
ministry practitioners have thought about the biblical
paradigm of strength in weakness within their own
areas of expertise and interest. Biblical scholars
encounter the idea of strength in weakness in both
Old and New Testament passages that suggest
human weakness and divine strength. The people of
Israel, a community reliant on grace, exemplify this
theme. Mark's portrayal of Jesus Christ indicates that
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it is in weakness that Christ saves. Paul's paradigm
for ministry suggests the same. Theological chapters
engage this teaching of strength in weakness as it
surfaces in Luther's life, in Calvin's view of prayer, in
Barth's theology, and ultimately in the divine dealing
with the world. Pastoral theology demonstrates this
theme's foundational significance for a suffering
church in its mission to the world as well as the
theme's importance for preaching the leading of
God's people today. Drawing together scholars from
fields of biblical studies, systematic theology, and
pastoral theology, On Eagles' Wings questions an
overemphasis on power in today's church. The
authors propose various ways that ministry and
mission may be best engaged with a biblical humility
and with reliance on God's grace.
Jesus came for the sick, lost, and dying.
Vital principles and fresh insights for biblical preaching
today. Concludes with a sermon evaluation form and a
sample sermon produced according to Quicke's model.
Leadership is a subject that has gained impressive
visibility in the past two decades. The number of books,
monographs and articles, as well as seminars, devoted
to the development of one's leadership skills has been
almost exponential growth. This study is an attempt to
forge a full-orbed theology of Christian leadership
grounded in the teaching of Scripture. What emerges
from tracing the theme of leadership through the biblical
record is a servanthood pattern, one that is wholly
distinct from prevailing secular models. Our exposition
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begins with the biblical language of the servant, the term
of choice for those great leaders used of God to further
his saving purposes in the world. Eleven Old Testament
and five New Testament leaders are profiled. The portrait
of Jesus Christ focuses on three motifs that governed his
training of the twelve for kingdom ministry. The Pauline
letters are mined for those convictions that governed
Paul's practice of leadership, both of his mission team
and of the faith communities that emerged from that
mission. The treatment of each leader, from Joseph to
Paul, begins with a series of preliminary questions and
concludes with a mini-profile that correlates the biblical
data with these questions. The final chapter offers a
summary profile of the servant leader, one whose
character, motives and agenda align with the divine
purposes. Though designed as a textbook for upper level
college and seminary courses on leadership, the book's
readable format is ideal for churches and parachurch
organizations in their leadership training programs. The
author's prayer is that this work will serve as a catalyst to
call God's people back to Scripture and thereby raise up
a whole new generation of authentic servant-leaders.
Many people think eschatology refers to events occurring
at the end of history. In this book, two scholars with
expertise in biblical eschatology argue that God's
kingdom breaking into this world through Jesus Christ
has inaugurated a new creation, a reality that should
shape pastoral leadership and be reflected in the life and
ministry of the church. Brief and accessibly written, this
book articulates the practical implications of G. K.
Beale's New Testament Biblical Theology and features
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an introductory chapter by Beale. Each chapter
concludes with practical suggestions and a list of books
for further study.
The patriarchal approach to leadership in the African
context is indeed an enigma, judging from the
unpredictable outcomes and the quest for effective
leadership. In many ways, the secularized big-man in the
public square is no different from the sacralised greatman of God in the church. The Lord Jesus Christ calls
his followers to servant leadership. The secular world
has also established the efficacy of the servant
leadership approach for cutting-edge leadership. This
book looks at the nature of evangelical associations in
their diversity and what it takes for leaders to build unity
and harmony for effectiveness, especially in the African
context.
Leadership today is no easy task. Too often our models
of leadership are shaped more by culture than by Christ.
John Stott rejects popular models of leadership and
holds up instead the servant leadership exemplified by
Paul in his ministry to the church in Corinth. Stott
reassures us that God is at work even in the midst of
human weakness.
This book brings the best of leadership theory and
research together with biblical reflection and examples of
leadership in action to offer a practical guide to Christian
leaders. Combining expertise in leadership studies and
biblical studies, Justin Irving and Mark Strauss explore
how leadership models have moved from autocratic and
paternalistic leader-centered models toward an
increased focus on followers. The authors show how
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contemporary theories such as transformational
leadership, authentic leadership, and servant leadership
take an important step toward prioritizing and
empowering followers who work with leaders to
accomplish organizational goals. Irving and Strauss
organize their book around "nine empowering practices,"
making it accessible to students, church leaders, and
business leaders. Integrating solid research in leadership
studies with biblical and theological reflection on the
leadership ideas that are most compatible with Christian
faith, this book is an important resource for all Christian
students of leadership.
The book of Proverbs is a cornucopia of practical
wisdom on a variety of topics. The insights and truths
covered in this book of ancient Hebrew Wisdom literature
run the gamut including the nature of true wisdom and
understanding, vices and virtues, relationships and roles,
priorities, planning for the future, how to communicate,
and how to manage one's resources. In recent decades,
the book of Proverbs has increasingly become the focus
of attention for Christians who wish to live lives more in
tune with God's principles. In particular, Christian
thinkers have begun to correlate biblical principles with
the study of effective leadership. Yost examines the
subject of godly leadership by using the book of
Proverbs as his springboard. This is a scholarly, yet
deeply devotional, study of the leader's priorities, the
leader's plans, and the leader's speech. Once you have
read this book, you will never look at the book of
Proverbs or the subject of leadership the same way
again.
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Biblical Leadership takes the best of evangelical
scholarship to make the leadership lessons of Scripture
tangible for today's readers. All contributors are biblical
scholars who not only think seriously about the texts
covered in their individual chapters, but have committed
their lives to teaching and living the truths therein. This
volume walks through the sections of the Bible, gleaning
insights from each biblical writer. Every chapter analyzes
the original setting of the writing, extrapolates the
leadership principles in the text, and provides advice on
applying that theology of leadership. Presented in
everyday language understandable to both professionals
and practitioners, these lessons will equip current and
upcoming leaders to make a Christlike impact.

Basic Christian LeadershipBiblical Models of Church,
Gospel and MinistryInterVarsity Press
The story John Stott hoped would one day be told.
Frances Whitehead was working for the BBC when
Stott asked her to become his secretary. For 55
years she was his right hand: gatekeeper,
administrator, typist, encourager and enabler. In his
Will, Stott named her as his 'friend and Executor'.
Their partnership--unique, effective, and not without
humour--has been described as 'one of the greatest
Christian partnerships of the 20th century'. But what
lay behind the dogged determination, fiercely
protective streak, occasional imperious tone, and
ready, warm laughter Frances brought to her role?
This book tracks her life and glimpses her ancestry
to find the answer.
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This nine-session LifeGuide Bible Study by John
Stott is based on his book Basic Christian
Leadership and covers the first four chapters of 1
Corinthians, in which Paul responds to a complex
church situation and to questions the Corinthians
have addressed to him. He does so with clarity,
wisdom, humility, love and gentleness—qualities that
we can learn from as leaders today.
Lasting marriages are built one defining moment at a
time. The moment of blame. The moment of
weakness. When your spouse suffers. When dreams
disappoint. When the kids leave the nest. It's how we
think and behave toward one another in moments
like these that determines whether our marriage
endures or falters. Ultimately, these are invitations
from God to consider our direction and pursue
transformation. With 37 years of marriage and 33
years of pastoring under his belt, Dave Harvey has
identified those life-defining moments of a postnewlywed marriage. He wants to help couples
recognize them in their own relationships so that
they can take a proactive, godly approach to
resolving conflicts, holding one another up as
change inevitably happens, and ensuring that their
marriage survives and thrives. Whether your
relationship is maturing gracefully, just needs a tuneup, or you and your spouse are locked in conflict and
your future seems uncertain, Dave Harvey has
encouragement and practical tools to help
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strengthen what remains and build a rock-solid union
for the days to come.
The story John Stott hoped would one day be told.
Frances Whitehead was working for the BBC when
Stott asked her to become his secretary. For 55
years she was his right hand: gatekeeper,
administrator, typist, encourager and enabler. In his
Will, Stott named her as his ‘friend and Executor’.
Their partnership—unique, effective, and not without
humour—has been described as ‘one of the greatest
Christian partnerships of the 20th century’. But what
lay behind the dogged determination, fiercely
protective streak, occasional imperious tone, and
ready, warm laughter Frances brought to her role?
This book tracks her life and glimpses her ancestry
to find the answer.
This book argues that ethical leadership without a
theological foundation is lacking a firm foundation. It
begins with a critical assessment of ethical
leadership as a leadership theory, showing how
ethics and theology became separated, creating the
space for ethical leadership outside of theology.
Nevertheless, the author argues that ethical
leadership without a biblical basis is weak, though
one need not be religious to embrace the leadership
principles of biblical theology. Unfolding Christology,
anthropology, eschatology, and contextualized
leadership as four key aspects of biblical theology for
ethical leadership, this book will appeal to those
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studying leadership, business, innovation, and
entrepreneurship.
Leadership among God's people is not a matter of
easy answers or simple solutions. There is no
foolproof list of character traits that one can acquire
and develop in order to be a successful leader.
Authentic leadership is a complex interaction of the
leader's gifts and calling, the people's needs and
response, the particular situation of the moment,
and, above all, the guidance of the Holy Spirit. Birch
and Parks believe if we wish to understand the
intricate and messy character of leadership in the
church, the obvious place to start is Scripture. The
Bible portrays leaders not as heroes placed on a
pedestal, but rather as flawed and fallen human
beings who nonetheless work with the people
around them and with the situation at hand to move
toward accomplishing the will of God. Ducking
Spears, Dancing Madly is a penetrating look at
church leadership through the stories of Saul, David,
and other central Old Testament figures. The
authors demonstrate that those who have a clear
and honest understanding of the triumphs and flaws
of the individuals who lead God's people in Scripture
will be better prepared to lead God's people today. In
order to provide that understanding, they engage in
a dialogue with the books of 1 and 2 Samuel, texts
that portray the people of Israel in frequent social
and political transition, and hence in need of
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effective leadership
In every period of human history, God has scouted
for young people of specific character traits whom he
will work, train, and discipline to execute specific
leadership functions under His supervision. He will
patiently check in obscure villages and homes until
He finds you and gets your response to be trained in
the school of hard knocks. Building on the stories of
great leaders in the Bible, From Ordinary People to
Great Leaders is designed to assist you in
developing the mindset to grow from ordinary to
great. God took Moses from Egyptian palace and
sent him to sheep school in Midian; David went from
sheep school to Saul’s palace. God guided them in
their training and preparation, and when He saw that
they were ready, he placed them in leadership
positions to develop a fledgling organization into a
great nation. As someone who is a potential or
present leader, you must focus on what you and
your organization can be the best at doing and focus
on what you must do to accomplish your goals. The
God-given wisdom of these leaders can help you get
there. This guide seeks to help you develop your
leadership skills and grow yourself and your
organization by using biblical models for
contemporary leadership issues.
There is today a dramatic reexamination of structure,
authority, dogma -- indeed, every aspect of the life of the
Church is held up to scrutiny. Welcoming this as a sign
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of vitality, Avery Dulles has carefully studied the writings
of contemporary Protestant and Catholic ecclesiologists
and sifted out six major approaches, or "models,"
through which the Church's character can be
understood: as Institution, Mystical Communion,
Sacrament, Herald, Servant, and, in a recent addition to
the book, as Community of Disciples. A balanced
theology, he concludes, must incorporate the major
affirmations of each. "The method of models or types,"
observes Cardinal Dulles, "can have great value in
helping people to get beyond the limitations of their own
particular outlook and to enter into fruitful conversation
with others... Such conversation is obviously essential if
ecumenism is to get beyond its present impasses." This
new edition includes a new Appendix and Preface by the
author.
Servant leadership has been broadly and enthusiastically
embraced by Christians as a model of leadership marked
by humility and modeled by Jesus. But behind that
attractive veneer is an approach to leadership that is
problematic theologically and anemic biblically with
humanistic goals and assumptions that are derived more
from secular theory than biblical research. Careful
examination of the servant metaphor in Scripture reveals
that a leader is not primarily called to be a servant after
all, but rather a slave who is obedient and ultimately
accountable to God as his or her Master. This
provocative picture conveys a much richer and more
demanding model of leadership than servanthood when
understood within its cultural context. Slaves of the Most
High God provides a rigorous exegetical, historical, and
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theological analysis of the slave metaphor in Luke-Acts.
The pattern of Christ’s slave leadership in Luke and the
practice of slave leadership in the early church in Acts
outline a paradigm of a leader who is in authority and
under authority, redeemed by God to serve his people.
The author proposes a countercultural model of slave
leadership outlining seven practical principles drawn
from the metaphor of slavery and shaped by personal
pastoral experience.
This Book is all about LEADERSHIP. Unless we
consciously operate out of a God-centred model of
ministry, we will automatically default to a human-centred
model, and all the defeat that comes with it. A moment's
reflection tells us that what we propose to accomplish in
Christian ministry is supernatural. Find all about the
dynamics of Leadership in the 21st Century in this book.
May God Bless You
Christian leaders face challenges. But God works with us
and through us to accomplish his purposes. Available
here for the first time in English is John Stott's practical
wisdom for younger leaders. Speaking personally from
his own experience, Stott addresses issues of
discouragement, self-discipline, relationships and youth.
The Read Write Inc. Phonics storybooks provide
structured practice in decoding words and reading
through phonics. Each set of books is carefully graded
so that children can read them with confidence, as soon
as they have learned the sounds linked to the set. There
are seven sets of books ,with 10-13 books in each set.
Do you ever feel that you are leading in uncharted
territory? Pastor and consultant Tod Bolsinger draws on
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decades of expertise guiding churches and organizations
in this expanded practical leadership resource, offering
illuminating insights and practical tools to help you
reimagine what effective church leadership looks like in
our rapidly changing world.
"Authors Eric Geiger and Kevin Peck argue that
churches that consistently produce leaders have a strong
conviction to develop leaders, a healthy culture for
leadership development, and helpful constructs to
systematically and intentionally build leaders. All three
are essential leaders to be formed throuhg the ministry of
a local church."--Back cover.
Walter C. Wright develops a biblical management model
that fosters an environment of active participation in an
organization's mission. Foreword by Richard J. Mouw
and Eugene H. Peterson.
This comprehensive textbook on pastoral ministry for pastors,
church leaders, and students articulates a biblical model for
shepherding God's people. Written by a leading psychologist
and seminary professor who has served as a pastor for more
than two decades, the book covers twelve major areas of
pastoral ministry, highlights the essential work of the Holy
Spirit, and focuses on the personal and family life of the
pastor. It includes cross-cultural perspectives of special
interest in our diverse world and a foreword by John Ortberg.
A Legacy of Preaching, Two-Volume Set--Apostles to the
Present Day explores the history and development of
preaching through a biographical and theological examination
of its most important preachers. Instead of teaching the
history of preaching from the perspective of movements and
eras, each contributor tells the story of a particular preacher
in history, allowing these preachers from the past to come
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alive and instruct us through their lives, theologies, and
methods of preaching. Each chapter introduces readers to a
key figure in the history of preaching, followed by an analysis
of the theological views that shaped their preaching, their
methodology of sermon preparation and delivery, and an
appraisal of the significant contributions they have made to
the history of preaching. This diverse collection of familiar and
lesser-known individuals provides a detailed and fascinating
look at what it has meant to communicate the gospel over the
past two thousand years. By looking at how the gospel has
been communicated over time and across different cultures,
pastors, scholars, and homiletics students can enrich their
own understanding and practice of preaching for application
today. Volume One covers the period from the apostles to the
Puritans and profiles thirty preachers including Paul, Origen
of Alexandria, Augustine of Hippo, Francis of Assisi, Martin
Luther, Jonathan Edwards, John Wesley, George Whitefield,
and more. Volume Two covers the period from the
Enlightenment to the present day and profiles thirty-one
preachers including Charles Haddon Spurgeon, D. L. Moody,
Billy Sunday, Karl Barth, D. Martyn Lloyd-Jones, John Stott,
Harry Emerson Fosdick, Martin Luther King Jr., Billy Graham,
and more. Covering a broad range of preaching over the
centuries, the two-volume A Legacy of Preaching reference
set is the definitive reference for experienced preachers who
wish to deeper their own preaching as well as aspiring
students who want to learn from the masters of the past.
The realities and rewards of leadership come to life in this
illuminating and insightful look at the ancient biblical image of
shepherds. Experience a fully illustrated personal encounter
with Bedouin shepherds whose life and work prompt us to
think biblically about serving Christ. Here is your trail to
become a shepherd leader: a compassionate provider,
courageous protector and competent guide. Take this forty
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day journey and experience a life changing encounter with
the Divine Shepherd. Become a shepherd after God's own
heart by rediscovering true biblical leadership. An authentic
classic endorsed by Billy Graham and a host of church and
ministry leaders from across the globe.*Dear Dr. Laniak, Our
family knows from first-hand experience your heartbeat for
the Gospel and your love of the students in your charge. You
are an authentic Shepherd Leader, and I am encouraged to
know that you are training others to be the same. (Dr. Billy
Graham)*Of the leadership models in Christ's ministry, only
the servant model has received any in-depth treatment.
Laniak's book helps remedy this lack, providing a detailed
treatment of the Shepherd Model - something that is
desperately needed by today's Christian leaders. (Dr. Bobby
Clinton, J. Robert Clinton Leadership Development Institute
and Clinton Network)*When much of what passes for
Christian leadership is made up of secular models, with some
biblical texts thrown in, this book models for us godly
leadership as shown in Jesus - the Chief Shepherd! (Dr.
Leighton Ford, Leighton Ford Ministries)*Books on leadership
are everywhere but this one is different: Tim Laniak gives
perspectives on 'shepherd leadership' drawn from biblical
insights, first hand cross-cultural living amongst shepherds in
Bible lands, and contemporary applications. (Kirk Franklin,
Executive Director, Wycliffe International, Melbourne,
Australia)*A warm, winsome, and captivating forty-day
journey to Godly leadership. (Anne Graham Lotz, Founder
and President, AnGeL Ministries)*With a shepherd's heart
and a scholar's mind, Laniak goes beyond Phillip Keller's
devotional classic, A Shepherd Looks at Psalm 23, and raises
our job description to a divine standard. (Dr. Haddon W.
Robinson, President, Gordon-Conwell Theological
Seminary)*Through real-life stories of shepherds, Christian
leaders are called to be not only tender and loving, but also
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tough and disciplined. (Dr. John M. Perkins, President, The
John M. Perkins Foundation)*Exceptional leadership insights,
welcome guidance, and rare encouragement! (Dr. Mark W.
McCloskey, Lead Faculty, Transformational Leadership,
Bethel Seminary)*Reading Laniak's fascinating
anthropological observations and rich scriptural insights will
make spiritual shepherds anywhere in the world better
leaders and better followers. (Dr. Samuel J. Voorhies, Former
Director, International Leadership Development, World Vision
International)*A refreshing devotional that draws the long time
Christian leader back to first base... and equally equips the
new pastor, elder or deacon who desires to remain faithful
over the long haul. (Dr. David Yap, Pastor, Chairman, SIM
East Asia)* Because Laniak's reflection is so deeply
grounded in Scripture and its cultural context, I will
recommend this work enthusiastically to God's
undershepherds everywhere, who will find its orientation
immediately relevant. (Dr. David Baer, President, Overseas
Council)*Laniak's refreshing insights provide a roadmap for
further reflection long after the 40 days of readings have been
completed. (Dr. John Pellowe, CEO, Canadian Council of
Christian Charities)*A spiritual quest that could have been
written specifically for military chaplains...(Captain Jessie R.
Tate, Former Fleet Chaplain, Commander US Fleet Forces
Command) * A most needed and timely book that warms the
heart and lifts the spirit. (Dr. Danny Goh, Associate Dean &
Chair, Pastoral Theology, Singapore Bible College)
We are now living in the most demanding and perplexing
times that leaders have ever faced. Because contemporary
culture is changing, new methodology and practices are
needed to better inspire, educate and train new and emerging
leaders of the 21st century. Many leaders need direction as to
which core leadership competencies and qualities are central
to their development and effectiveness in our changing
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postmodern world. This book identifies the core competencies
effective leaders employ and explores which of the
competencies are catalytic in the development and future
training of a new kind of leader. Leadership Alive is researchbased and founded upon interviews with 20 national Christian
leaders from the East Coast to the Pacific Rim.
Leadership books and seminars notwithstanding, many
pastors remain unclear on how to effectively lead their
congregations. Some even believe that preaching needs to
take a backseat to leadership. Dismissing such comparisons
as artificial, pastor and professor Michael Quicke notes how
the Scriptures themselves reveal transformational leadership
through proclamation by preachers. God's preachers, Quicke
asserts, are inevitably his leaders. Powerful preaching and
disciple-making leadership go hand in hand in the Bible, as
well as in the contemporary church. Both are inspired by
God's energy. The intentional pastor will be renewed to
discern that biblical preaching is central to the events of
church life and mission.
A Legacy of Preaching, Volume Two--Enlightenment to the
Present Day explores the history and development of
preaching through a biographical and theological examination
of its most important preachers. Instead of teaching the
history of preaching from the perspective of movements and
eras, each contributor tells the story of a particular preacher
in history, allowing these preachers from the past to come
alive and instruct us through their lives, theologies, and
methods of preaching. Each chapter introduces readers to a
key figure in the history of preaching, followed by an analysis
of the theological views that shaped their preaching, their
methodology of sermon preparation and delivery, and an
appraisal of the significant contributions they have made to
the history of preaching. This diverse collection of familiar and
lesser-known individuals provides a detailed and fascinating
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look at what it has meant to communicate the gospel over the
past two thousand years. By looking at how the gospel has
been communicated over time and across different cultures,
pastors, scholars, and homiletics students can enrich their
own understanding and practice of preaching for application
today. Volume Two covers the period from the Enlightenment
to the present day and profiles thirty-one preachers including:
Charles Simeon by Darrell Young Robert Murray M’Cheyne
by Jordan Mark Stone Alexander Maclaren by R. Scott Pace
Catherine Booth by Roger J. Green Charles Haddon
Spurgeon by Thomas J. Nettles Rodney “Gipsy” Smith by Bill
Curtis George Liele by Terriel Byrd Charles Finney by Robert
W. Caldwell III John Jasper by Alfonza W. Fulwood and
Robert Smith Jr. Henry Ward Beecher by Michael Duduit
John Albert Broadus by Hershael W. York Phillips Brooks by
Charles W. Fuller D. L. Moody by Gregg L. Quiggle B. H.
Carroll by Robert Matz and Jerry Sutton Billy Sunday by
Kristopher K. Barnett Karl Barth by William H. Willimon
Dietrich Bonhoeffer by Keith W. Clements D. Martyn LloydJones by Carl Trueman John Stott by Greg R. Scharf Harry
Emerson Fosdick by Dwayne Milioni R. G. Lee by Charles A.
Fowler Aimee Semple McPherson by Aaron Friesen W. A.
Criswell by David L. Allen Gardner C. Taylor by Alfonza W.
Fulwood and Robert Smith Jr. Billy Graham by John N. Akers
Martin Luther King Jr. by Alfonza W. Fulwood, Dennis R.
McDonald, and Anil Sook Deo Adrian Rogers by Daniel L.
Akin and Bill Curtis E. V. Hill by Dante D. Wright I Jerry
Falwell by Edward E. Hindson J. I. Packer by Leland Ryken
and Benjamin Hernández Volume One, available separately,
covers the period from the apostles to the Puritans and
profiles thirty preachers including Paul, Origen of Alexandria,
Augustine of Hippo, Francis of Assisi, Martin Luther, Jonathan
Edwards, John Wesley, George Whitefield, and more.
John Stott was a twentieth-century pastor-theologian widely
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hailed for his heart for missions and expository preaching.
Even today, Stott’s legacy continues to influence churches
around the world. As both a faithful preacher and a thoughtful
writer, Stott profoundly shaped evangelicalism’s
contemporary understanding of Christianity through an
approach to the Christian life founded on the word, shaped by
the cross, and characterized by the pursuit of Christlikeness
in every area of life. Tim Chester invites a new generation of
readers to experience the Christian life as John Stott
envisioned it—not simply a theological puzzle to be solved, but
the daily practice of humble service and compassion found in
the gospel of Jesus Christ.
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